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Introduction to Computers and Computer Science (CSL100) Major Sun
24 Nov 2013, 13:00-15:00

Note: Maximum marks : 100. All questions carry equal marks. All notations standard (as done in
class). Answer only in the space provided. 5 sheets in all

1. Consider a list of real numbers [an, an−1, . . . , a0] with an 6= 0.0 representing the polynomial

p(x) =

n∑
i=0

aix
i

in one variable x, where the empty list represents the value 0.0. Design a function deriv L

(in SML or python) which computes the derivative of the polynomial as a list of coefficients
in the same order.

Solution. We directly give the ML version of the algorithm as it is a really simple problem
in which the only challenge is to compute the derivative as we traverse through the list of
coefficients. Otherwise, one would use the length of the list to find the coefficient.

The function auxDeriv here keeps track of the multiplicative factor for each coefficient.

local exception EmptyList

fun auxDeriv ([], _) = raise EmptyList

| auxDeriv ([h], e) = ([], e)

| auxDeriv ((h::L), e) =

let val (D, e’) = auxDeriv (L, e)

in ((h*real(e’+1))::D, e’+1)

end

in fun deriv [] = []

| deriv L = #1(auxDeriv (L, 0))

end
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2. The Sieve of Eratosthenes is a simple, ancient algorithm for finding all prime numbers up
to a specified integer. It works reasonably well for the smaller primes (below 10 million). The
algorithm can be described as:

(a) Create a contiguous list of numbers from two to some specified number n.

(b) Strike out (set to 0) from the list all multiples of two (4, 6, 8 etc.).

(c) The next number of the list that has not been struck out is a prime.

(d) Strike out from the list all multiples of the number you identified in the previous step.

(e) Repeat the last two steps until you reach a number that is greater than the square root
of n (the highest number in the list).

(f) All the remaining numbers in the list are prime.

Sift the Twos and sift the Threes,
The Sieve of Eratosthenes.
When the multiples sublime,
The numbers that remain are Prime.

Complete the following Python program for the procedure.

Solution.

def sieve(m,n):

j = 2

#INV: for k in [2..n] m[k] = 0 if p|k for any prime p less than j

------------------------------------------------------------

while (j*j < n):

k = j*j

#INV: for l in [j*j..k-1], m[l] = 0 if j|l

------------------------------------

while (k <= n):

m[k] = 0

----------------------------------

k = k+j

---------------------------------

#assert: for l in [j*j..n], m[l] = 0 if j|l

j = j+1

-----------------------------------------

while (m[j] == 0):

j = j+1

-----------------------------------

#assert: for k in [2..n] m[k] = 0 if p|k for any prime p less than sqrt(n)

n = 100

m = zeros([n+1],Int) # m is a (n+1) length array initialised to all zeroes

j = 0

while (j <= n):

m[j] = j

------------------------------

j = j+1

------------------------------

sieve(m,n)

print m
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3. (a) i. Consider the ML function foldl defined below which accumulates a function f from
a start value b over the elements of a list [x1,x2,...,xn].

fun foldl f b [] = b

| foldl f b (x::xs) = foldl f (f(x,b)) xs

For example,

foldl op+ 0 [1,2,3]

returns 6. Use foldl to define a function to reverse a list.

Solution.

fun reverse L = foldl op:: [] L

ii. Consider the ML functions:

fun exists p [] = false

| exists p (x::xs) = p(x) orelse (exists p xs);

fun all p [] = true

| all p (x::xs) = p(x) andalso (all p xs);

Use these to define ML functions (please donot use explicit recursion)

A. disjoint(xs,ys) which returns true if there are no common elements in xs and
ys, false otherwise.
Solution.

fun notmember ys x = not(exists (fn y => (y = x)) ys);

fun disjoint(xs,ys) = (all (notmember ys) xs)

B. subset(xs,ys) which returns true if every element in xs is in ys, false otherwise.
Solution.

fun member ys x = exists (fn y => (y = x)) ys;

fun subset(xs,ys) = (all (member ys) xs);

(b) The popular (quicksort) algorithm first partitions the given list in the form

[. . . all elements ≤ x . . . , x, . . . all elements > x . . .]

where x is the first element of the list. One can then recursively apply the sorting
algorithm to the two sublists to the left and right of x. Complete the following ML

program for quicksort.

fun qsort([]) = []

| qsort(x::xs) =

let

fun comp f x y = f(y,x)

fun filter pred [] = []

| filter pred (x::xs) =

if pred(x) then x::(filter pred xs)

-------------------

else (filter pred xs)

in ----------------

qsort(filter (comp op<= x) xs)@(x::qsort(filter (secr op> x) xs)))

------------- ------------

end
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4. (a) i. Newton’s iteration for computing
√

2.0 is given by

x0 = 1 and xk+1 = 1
2 [xk + (2/xk)], k = 0, 1, . . .

How many iterations would it require to obtain n decimal digits of accuracy?
Solution. Since g(x) = 1

2 [xk + (2/xk)] is twice differentiable, if ξ is a fixed point of g
(g(ξ) = ξ), we get by Taylor’s theorem that

ek+1 = ξ − xk+1 = g(ξ)− g(xk) = g′(ξ)(xk − ξ)− 1/2g′′(ηk)(xk − ξ)2

for some ηk between ξ and xk. Since g′(ξ) = 0 (please verify) and g′′(x) is continuous
at ξ, we have

ek+1 = −1/2g′′(ξ)e2k

Clearly, if you set ek+1 = 10−n you get k = O(log n).

ii. Use the following higher order function to program Newton’s iteration for square root
(the names of the parameters are self-explanatory).

fun iter(f,acceptable,update,guess,epsilon) =

if acceptable(guess,f,epsilon) then guess

else iter(f,acceptable,update,update(guess,f),epsilon);

val iter = fn : ’a * (’b * ’a * ’c -> bool) * (’b * ’a -> ’b) * ’b * ’c -> ’b

Solution.

fun sqrt2(epsilon) =

let

fun g(x) = (x + 2.0/x)/2.0;

fun acceptable(x:real,g,epsilon) = (Real.abs(x*x - 2.0) < epsilon);

fun update(x:real,f) = f(x):real

in

iter(g,acceptable,update,1.0,epsilon)

end;

(b) Write a small program (in any language of your choice) to determine the machine epsilon
for a programming environment. Note that the machine epsilon u is the smallest floating
point number such that the floating-point representation of (1 + u) is greater than the
floating point representation of 1.

Solution in SML.

fun machineps (preveps, eps) =

if 1.0+eps > 1.0

then ( print (Real.toString (1.0+eps)^"\n");

machineps (eps, eps/2.0)

)

else preveps;

machineps (1.0, 0.5);

Solution in Python.

def machineps (preveps, eps):

while (1.0+eps > 1.0):

print (1.0+eps)

(preveps, eps) = (eps, eps/2.0)

print preveps

machineps (1.0, 0.5)
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5. Consider the following signature which defines the signature of vectors of real numbers along
with operations for addition of vectors, dot product of vectors and scaling of a vector by a real
number. The names given in the signature are all self-explanatory.

signature REALVECTOR =

sig

type realvector

val length: realvector -> int

exception UnequalLengths

val addv : realvector * realvector -> realvector

val dotv : realvector * realvector -> real

val scale : real * realvector -> realvector

end

Design a structure in ML or a class in Python to implement this signature/abstract data type.
Solution.

structure Realvector:REALVECTOR =

struct

type realvector = real list

exception UnequalLengths

val length = List.length

fun addv ([], []) = []

| addv (_, []) = raise UnequalLengths

| addv ([], _) = raise UnequalLengths

| addv (a::A, b::B) = (a+b)::(addv (A, B))

fun dotv ([], []) = []

| dotv (_, []) = raise UnequalLengths

| dotv ([], _) = raise UnequalLengths

| dotv (a::A, b::B) = (a*b) + (dotv (A, B))

fun curry2 f = fn x => fn y => f(x, y)

fun scale (r, A) = map ((curry2 op*) r) A

end


